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Name: Date:

Spelling Challenge About Deserts
For each question below a number of similar words appear, but only one is spelled correctly and 
matches the clue that is provided. Write the letter of the correctly spelled word in the space by the 
question number.

1.
A deposit on the earth of hail, mist, rain, sleet, or snow; also, the quantity
of water deposited.

A. prrecipitation   B. precipitation   C. presipitation   D. precipitasion

2.
Most of the world's hot deserts are located here.
A. trupics   B. trepics   C. tropiks   D. tropics

3.
Any spiny succulent plant of the family Cactaceae native chie�y to 
arid regions of the New World.

A. kactus   B. cactus   C. cyctus   D. cactys

4.
A detached low mountain, or high hill, rising abruptly from the general 
level of the surrounding plain; -- applied to peculiar elevations in the 
Rocky Mountain region.

A. bute   B. butt   C. bette   D. butte

5.
The world's largest desert.
A. Saharae   B. Sahara   C. Saharra   D. Syhara

6.
Cud-chewing mammal used as a draft or saddle animal in desert 
regions.

A. camele   B. kamel   C. cammel   D. camel

7.
A channel or hollow worn in the earth by a current of water; a short 
deep portion of a torrent's bed when dry.

A. gulli   B. gully   C. gullly   D. guly

8.
A windstorm that lifts up clouds of dust or sand.
A. sand sterm   B. sand storf   C. sand storrm   D. sand storm
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